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ABSTRACT 

Three different new designs of an objective pinhole 

lens were compared. Their magnetic and optical 

properties were studied using Finite Element Method 

for Calculating Magnetic Field Distribution (FEM-

CMFD) and Magnetic Electron Lens Optical 

Properties (MELOP) software. The focal length (fo), 

spherical aberration (Cs), chromatic aberration (Cc), 

and the resolving power (δ) of each lens were 

compared at a range of relatively corrected 

acceleration voltages (Vr = 100 V-100 kV) and a 

constant excitation of (NI = 5280 A-t (where A 

represents Ampere and t represents turn)) and current 

density  (2 A/mm2) to find the best design. The L1 

lens is similar to the Gemini lens. L2 and L3 are the 

traditional pinhole lens shape. The L1 lens gave the 

best results in terms of optical and magnetic 

properties as its optical properties at medium and low 

acceleration voltages. L2 and L3 Lenses had almost 

identical magnetic properties, but the difference was 

apparent in optical properties. 
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 المغناطيسية مقارنة بين خواص ثلاث تصاميم جديدة لعدسة الثقب 
 صالحجاسم ال جنان عامر الجبوري، رافع يونس  

   العراق  -تكريت  -تجامعة تكري -كلية العلوم  -قسم الفيزياء 
 الملخص 

  نامج ب ةقة بدسااناا  بدو ااة ة    تم مقارنة ثلاث تصااام م يدةدل دسد ااة بداقش بدةاا   ة  ر تم خرب ااة لمبناايا بدو ااب راا ة ر بداصاا ةة    اا  دب 

؛ ح ث تم مقارنة (MELOPE)ر   نامج بد صااص  بداصا ةة ددسد االإ بتدو  رن ة بدو ااب را ة    (FEM-CMFD)دحراا  بدواا  بدو ااب را   

 = Vr)  دول عد ااة عاد مدف لمد  ة تسا ل مصااححة نرااا ا   )δ(  ر قدرل بد حد ل  )cC(  ر بدزةغ بددمن   )sC(  ر بدزةغ بدو ري )fo)بداسد بداؤري 

100 kV) –10 V    رتي ج ثا تt)-(NI = 5280 A  ر كاالة ت ار)2)2 A/mm   تةااخ بلضال تصاو ما بدسد اةL1   شاوديا ق ةش دسد اةGemini  ا

بد مبص بدو ااب راا ة ر بداصاا ةة  ح ث   حصاادت عدأ ضلضاال بدا اصج مث ح ث L1ةوا بدةااول بد قد دي دسد ااة بداقشا بدسد ااة   L3رL2 بدسد اا ا   

لمبنايوا بدو ااب را ة كانت م طا قة تق ةاا  ر دوث بدف و رب ا   ل    L3ر   L2ضعطت ن اصج ي دل عاد بدايمخ بدوا فضاة ربدو م اطةا ضما بدسد ا ا   

   ايوا مث ح ث بد مبص بداص ةةا

 عد ة بداقش   سد  ؤري  زةغ ك ري  زةغ دمن   قدرل بد حد لاالكلمات المفتاحية:  

1. Introduction 

Electron optics science is only defined as the mathematical framework for calculating electron beam paths 

along electromagnetic fields, studying their behavior and controlling them. The term "optics" is used because  

magnetic and electrostatic lenses affect the electron beam like glass lenses on an optical beam [1]. There are three 

designs of objective lens: the first is called pinhole lens, where the specimens is outside the lens and its magnetic 

field. The second has specimen small (just several mm) to be placed inside the lens, which is called immersion 

lens. The third is a snorkel lens, where the specimen is outside the lens but inside its magnetic field [2]. 

 In 2011, Al-Hujazie studied the design of a Gemini compound lens to correct chromatic aberration at 

low voltage [3]. In 2018, the researcher Al-Saleh studied a new design for a magnetic objective lens by comparing 

five designs and choosing the best design regarding optical and magnetic properties. The effect of bore diameter 

and electrode bore diameter was studied to improve the optical and magnetic properties of the proposed lenses [4]. 

In 2019, Al-Khashab and Al-Shamaa studied two models of magnetic objective lenses, Snorkel and Pinhole, using 

the Electron Optical Design (EOD) program. The Snorkel lens was chosen because it gives better results in terms 

of optical properties [2]. Zeina Aidan and Talib Mohsen studied 2021 a design for a double electromagnetic lens 

for a rotation and distortion display device. Using the EOD program, the lens consists of two identical lenses, 

where the focal characteristics of the lens were calculated in the two maximum magnification regions by changing 

the magnetic flux density in one of the two lenses by changing the diameter of the axial bore. The results showed 

the possibility of obtaining a double electromagnetic lens for the projector, and it has a minimum focal length [5]. 

In 2022, the researcher Ismail and others studied the effect of external pole geometry on the bipolar lens. Several 

innovative designs were designed for the bipolar lens, and the pole arm was changed with the current density. 

Focal length does not change [6]. In 2022, researchers Muhammad Al-Janaan and AL-Salih studied the possibility 

of improving the performance of a unipolar magnetic lens with different designs. Then, a study was conducted for 

each design that included studying the magnetization of the lens and calculating its magnetic field in addition to 

the magnetic flux density at three different current density values (σ  = 2,4 and 6 A/mm2). The most evident values 

and behavior were obtained at (σ = 2 A/mm2) current density [7].  

This work aims to design a new bipolar magnetic Pinhole lens and develop its optical properties to obtain 

the best design between suggested lenses.  

https://doi.org/10.25130/tjps.v29i1.1515
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2. Theoretical Part 

The principle of the magnetic lenses depends on passing a continuous electric current D.C 

through an electric coil whose number of turns is (N), as it produces an axial magnetic field (Bz). This 

field affects the electrons within the path and deflects them towards the optical axis [8]. The magnetic 

field can be expressed according to Amper's law with the following relation: 

 ∫ Bz
+∞

−∞
(z)dz = 𝜇0NI ………………………………………..(1) 

Where (NI) is the lens excitation, measured by (Amper-turn), and the magnetic permeability in 

vacuum is (𝜇0 = 4л×10-7 H.m-1). The axial ray equation can describe the motion of an electron within 

a magnetic field: 

 
𝑑2𝑟

𝑑𝑧2 + (
𝑒

8𝑚𝑉𝑟
) 𝐵𝑧

2𝑟 = 0 ………………………………………..(2) 

Where e is the electron's charge, m is the mass of the electron, r is the distance between the electron 

beam and the optical axis, and Vr is the relatively accelerated corrected voltage [9]. 

2.1 Computer Software 

Lenses are designed by EOD program [10]. The program for calculating the Axil Magnetic 

Field Distribution of Magnetic Lenses uses the Finite Element Method (CMFD-FEM) [11]. The 

objective optical properties of the lenses were calculated by Magnetic Electron Lens Optical 

Properties (MELOP) [12]. 

3. Objective Pinhole Lens Design 

Electronic, magnetic lens design requires choosing the lens electrodes' best shape. The appropriate shape 

and size of the coil and its operating conditions (the amount of excitation, relatively corrected acceleration voltage 

and the objective properties of the magnetic lens) [13].  

 Three pinhole lens designs were proposed. They were named L1, L2 and L3. The 

dimensions of the proposed lenses are represented by an axial length equal to (140 mm), a radial 

width of (75 mm), a rectangular file with an area of (1320 mm2) and several turns (3000 turns) for all 

lenses, an air gap width (S = 4 mm), and an axial aperture diameter (Dp = 2 mm) for L2 and L3. and 

(Dp = 6 mm) for L1. 

Figure (1) shows the proposed designs, their dimensions, and how the course and fine 

meshes are chosen. All proposed lenses have the same meshes on both vertical and horizontal axes to 

be in the same conditions. 
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To design a magnetic lens with good efficiency, the lens should generate the highest axial 

magnetic flux density with the smallest half-width [14]. The magnetic flux density distribution of the 

three proposed pinhole lenses was calculated through the (FEM-CMFD) program based on the finite 

element method. Figure (2) shows the proposed lenses' axial magnetic flux density  Bz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L3 

Figure (1): Schematic diagram of three lenses with its meshes 
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Figure (2): Distribution of axial magnetic flux densit  Bz as a function of distance Z with excitation (NI = 

5280 A-t), acceleration voltage (Vr = 10 kV), and current density (2A/mm2) 
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As shown in Table (1), the maximum value of the magnetic field intensity for the two lenses 

(L2 and L3) are very close, while L1 gave the best magnetic field, as the width of the half of the field 

is small. However, more is needed to assert that the optimal lens is L1, as there are other fundamental 

properties, such as the paths of the magnetic flux lines and the optical properties of the lenses, and 

they will be studied in detail in the subsequent items. 

 

 

Half-width (mm) max(tesla)z B Pinpoint position Z(mm) Lens 

7.8 0.419031 - 5.5 L1 

15.027 0.193699  - 6.5 L2 

15.43 0.190654  - 6.5 L3 

4. Optical Properties 

The optical properties are fundamental to knowing the optimal lens among the proposed lenses. The 

optical properties were studied using the MELOP program, where the lenses were tested at low and medium ranges 

of relatively corrected acceleration voltages (Vr = 100 V - 100 kV) and a fixed coil excitation of (NI = 5280 A-t) 

as previously mentioned. Figure (3) shows the focal length of the three proposed lenses as a function of voltage. 

It is clear from Figure (3) that lens L1 has the best focal length among the three lenses (lowest value) that one of 

the goals of this study is to obtain a pinhole lens with a small focal length among the other proposed lenses (L2 

and L3). It was also noticed previously that the magnetic field was almost identical, while the focal length 

difference was slight. Figure (4) below shows a comparison of the spherical aberration of the three proposed lenses 

when (NI = 5280 A-t) is fixed and at a range of relatively corrected acceleration voltages of (Vr = 10 V- 100 kV). 

Figure (5) shows the chromatic aberration of three proposed lenses at a range of relatively corrected acceleration 

voltages (Vr = 100 V - 100 kV) and a constant excitation of (NI = 5280 A-t) and current density (2 A/mm2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (1): Summary of electromagnetic analyses for the three proposed lenses. 
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Figure (3): Comparison of focal length as a function of voltages for the proposed pinhole lenses with 

(NI = 5280 A-t) 
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From Figure (4), lens L1 also gave the most minor spherical aberration among the three lenses at low 

voltages, followed by lens L2 and L3. 
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Figure (4): Comparison between spherical aberration of the proposed pinhole lenses as a 

function of voltage at (NI = 5280 A-t) 
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Figure (5): Comparison between chromatic aberration of the proposed pinhole lenses as a function 

of voltage with a constant (NI  =  5280  A-t) 
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Although the L3 lens was the best in aberration and focal length, the resolving power of the three lenses 

was compared to choose the optimal lens among the proposed lenses in this work. Figure 6 shows this comparison. 

 

 

As shown in Figure (6), the L1 lens has the best analysis ability among the three lenses. The L1 lens gave 

the best results regarding magnetic and optical properties, which meets the goal of this research. 

 

A comparison was made of the three lenses for the optical properties and geometric dimensions of the three lenses, 

as shown in Table (2). The voltage range was chosen from (10 kV) to (30 kV) (NI = 5280 A-t). Table (2) shows 

that the L1 lens gives the best results regarding all optical properties. As for the L2 and L3 lenses, as we mentioned 

earlier, their magnetic field was almost identical.  

 

(mm)c C (mm)s C δ (nm) (mm)o f (kV)r V Lens 

1.36 1.22 1.146529 2.94 10  

L1 1.89 2.25 1.030279 3.1 20 

2.41 3.52 0.989716 3.56 30 

62.42 472.53 5.086307 68.98 10  

L2 6.3 4.18 1.202827 19.61 20 

5.41 4.33 1.04231 12.99 30 

49.23 835.28 5.739209 54.75 10  

L3 32.08 467.06 3.910679 56.86 20 

6.53 7.23 1.184839 18.39 30 
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Figure (6): Comparison between the proposed pinhole lenses' resolving power as a voltage function 

with a constant (NI = 5280 A-t) 

Table (2): Comparison between the optical properties of three suggested lenses. 
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5. Conclusions 

This work compared three new pinhole lens designs regarding magnetic and optical properties. The lens with the 

best results from the proposed lenses (L1) is a lens whose shape tends to the Gemini lens, so it was considered a 

hybrid lens between the pinhole and Gemini lensesا L1 lens achieved good results in terms of optical and magnetic 

properties, as its optical properties at medium and low acceleration voltages were good. L2 and L3 lenses had 

almost identical magnetic properties, but the difference was apparent in optical properties. Lenses L2 and L3 did 

not achieve good results at medium and low voltages but improved slightly at (40,000 V). 
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